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For the p-variate Poisson mean, under the sum of weighted squared error losses, 
weights being reciprocals of variances, a class of proper Bayes minimax estimates 
dominating the usual estimate, namely the sample mean is produced. An example is 
given to illustrate this. The interrelation of our results with those of Clevenson and 
Zidek is pointed out. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X = (X, ,..., X,)‘, where X, ,..., X, are p independent Poisson variables 
with respective parameters 19 , ,..., S,, 8; E (0, co) for all i = l,..., p. Denote by 
x = (x, ‘...) x,) a realization of X. The problem is the point estimation of fJ = 
(8 , ,..., 0,)’ under losses of the type 
L,(O, a) = 2 8; “(a, - Oi)*, k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
i=l 
(l-1) 
where a = (a, ,..., a,)‘. 
The usual estimator of 8 is X. For p = 1, under any loss of the type (1. l), 
X, is an admissible minimax estimator of 8,. However, for any p > 2, X is 
no longer an admissible estimator of 8, under any loss of the type (1.1) with 
k > 0 though it continues to be minimax in all these cases except when 
k = 2. The above inadmissibility result was first proved by Clevenson and 
Zidek [4] for k = 1, and later by Tsui and Press [ 131 for all k = 1, 2,... . 
When k = 0, i.e., when the sum of squared error losses is used, the 
admissibility of X for p = 2 follows from a more general result of Peng [8], 
while its inadmissibility for p > 3 was proved by Peng [S], Hudson [6] and 
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Tsui [ 121. These results signify the presence of the Stein effect not only for 
the normal and other location parameter family of distributions, but also for 
other types of distributions some of which need not even be continuous. In 
fact, some of the Poisson inadmissibility results have been extended by 
Hudson [6] and Tsui [ 111 to other discrete power series distributions under 
the sum of squared error losses. 
In this note, we consider the loss (1.1) with k = 1. In this case Clevenson 
and Zidek [4] produced a class of minimax estimators dominating X. Also, 
they were able to find a subclass of such estimators that are Bayes with 
respect to some proper prior for p > 3 and admissible. Tsui and Press [ 131 
had slightly broadened the minimax class of Clevenson and Zidek [4], but 
did not investigate any proper Bayes subclass in their bigger class of 
minimax estimators. 
We obtain, in Section 2, a class of proper Bayes estimators dominating X 
for p > 3. The interrelation of our results with those of Clevenson and Zidek 
[4] has been pointed out. In fact, the class of proper Bayes minimax 
estimators suggested in their Theorem 2.5 turns out to be a subclass of a 
class of estimators suggested in our example. Brown [3] gives a heuristic 
reasoning which suggests that the inadmissibility in a p-dimensional Poisson 
case is analogous to the inadmissibility in a 2p-dimensional normal case 
when the loss L, is used. It is interesting to note that whereas in the normal 
case, proper Bayes minimax estimators dominating the usual one exist only 
for p > 5, under the loss L,, the class of estimators proposed by us 
(dominating X) is proper Bayes minimax for p > 3. We have also shown that 
when p = 2, no proper prior meets the requirements of our main theorem 
leading to generalized Bayes estimators. The question of whether there exists 
for p = 2 any proper Bayes estimators of the type introduced in Section 2 is 
still open. 
We may mention in passing that the determination of the critical 
dimension of inadmissibility under the sum of weighted squared error losses 
depends on the nature of weights. This is demonstrated in the work of Berger 
[I], Brown [3], Tsui [ 121 and Tsui and Press [ 131. 
2. THE RESULTS 
Let Xi,..., X,, be independent, Xi - Poisson(Bi), 1 < i Q p. Suppose that 
conditional on T = t, 0 i ,..., 6, are iid exponential with parameter t, i.e., 8 has 
pdf 
j-p I t) = If {t exp(--tOi)} = tP exp -lk O1 , 
i=l ( ) 1 
(2.1) 
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0 < Bi < co for all 1 < i < p, 0 < t < co. Also, let T have the prior (possibly 
improper) density g(t) such that the resulting posterior density of 8 given 
X = x is proper. The following lemma provides a convenient expression for 
the generalized Bayes estimator of 0. 
LEMMA 1. Under the above specification of the prior density for 0, the 
generalized Bayes estimator of 0 is given by {E [ (1 + T) ] Z] } - IX, where Z = 
CYxi. 
Proof: The conditional pdf of 8 given X = x and T = t is 
f(O I X, t) Cc fi {&iexp(-( 1 + t) ei)}. 
1 
P-2) 
Hence, under the loss (1.1) with k = 1, the Bayes estimate of ei given Xi = xi 
(xi = 1, 2,...) and T= t is 
(E(8;’ Ixi, t)}-’ 
= lrn 07 exp(-( 1 + t) ei) d& 
I 
Ofp l exp(-( 1 + t) ei) de, 
= ;(xi + l)(l + t)-‘“‘+“}/{T(xi)(l + t)-"1) 
= (1 + t)-’ xi (1 <i<p)- (2.3) 
For xi = 0, using (2.2) and the fact that 
I O” 0; ‘(Bi - a)’ exp(-( 1 + t) Si) de, = +CO if a#0 0 (2.4) 
<CO if a = 0, 
it follows that the Bayes estimate of ei is 0. Hence, in general, the Bayes 
estimate of 8i conditional on Xi = xi and T = t is (1 + t)-' Xi (1 Q i < p). 
Hence, for xi # 0 
Si(x)={~(e;'Ix)}-'={~[~(e;'I~,T)]l~]}-l 
={E[(l+T)/xiJX]}-‘={E[(1+T)Ix]}-’xi (1 ,<i,<p). 
(2.5) 
Also, it follows from (2.4) that 6,(X) = 0 if Xi = 0. 
Now the joint pdf of X and T is given by 
j-(X, t) = P(1 + t)-‘=+P’g(t), (2.6) 
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where z = Cy xi. Thus, from (2.6) it follows that the conditional pdf of T 
given X = x is given by 
f(t 1 x) cc tP(l + t)-‘L+P’g(t), (2.7) 
which depends on x only through z. Hence, {E[(l + T)I Xl}-’ = 
WC1 + T)lzl~-‘~ and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
Remark 1. A similar lemma for the normal case appeared in Straw- 
derman [9], and later was used by Faith [5]. 
To prove the main result of this paper, we need next the following lemma 
due to Tsui and Press [ 131 generalizing Theorem 2.1 of Clevenson and Zidek 
141. 
LEMMA 2. Let 8(x) = (1 - $(z)/(z + a))~, where p > 2, a > 0, and 4(z) 
is a real-valued nondecreasing function of z with 4(z) & 0, and 0 <4(z) < 
2 min(p - 1, a). Then, the estimator s(X) has risk R (0,8) = 
cy s;‘Ee[Si(X) - e,y 1 ess than p for all 0 such that ei E (0, a~), 1 < i < p. 
The main result of the paper is as follows. 
THEOREM 1. Let the marginal pdf of T given by g(t) satisfy 
lim,_, t’ +’ g(t) < co for some E > 0. If g(t) is dtfirentiable in t and if h(t) = 
(g’(t)/g(t)) t is well defined for t > 0, then the generalized Bayes estimator of 
0 under L, in (1.1) (given in Lemma 1) has risk less than p if 
(i) h(t) is nonincreasing in t, and, 
(ii) lim t-o + h(t)<2a-(p+l),O<a<p-1. 
Proof. From Lemma 1, the generalized Bayes estimator of 9 is of the 
form 8(X) given in Lemma 2 with 
#(z>=(z+a) ‘-E(l;T,z)) c =@+a) E(Tlz) 
E(1 + TI z) 
for z> 1, 
(2.8) 
4(O) = 0. (2.9) 
Next note that from (2.7), 
I 0” tP+‘(l f t)-“+“’ g(t) dt 
$(‘)= (‘+ “‘ip tP(1 + t)-(Z+P--l) g(t)dl’ 
(2.10) 
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Integrating the numerator by parts, and using lim,,, t”‘g(t) < 00 for some 
c>O,forz>l, 
I O” tP+l(l + t)-‘Z+P’ g(O dt 0 




m tP+‘(l + t)-‘L+P-‘) g’(t)dt . 
0 I 
Hence, from (2.8), (2.10) and (2.11) for z > 1, 
(2.11) 
Hz> = (z + a)(z + P - W[(P + 1) + E*(w) 1 z)], (2.12) 
where E* denotes the conditional expectation (given Z = z) with respect to a 
random variable r” with conditional pdf given by 
f*(t 1 z) cc tP(1 + p+p-‘) g(t), z> 1. (2.13) 
NowsinceO<a~p-l,(z+a)(z+p-1)~‘is~inz.Also,from(2.13), 
forO<t,<t,, l<z,<z,, 
.f-*tt, I zl)f*(t* Iz2) -J-*0* I zl)f*k Iz*) 
= (t,t,)P g(tJ g(tz)[u(z*)u(z,)]-‘[(l + t,)-fZ’+P-“(l + t2)-@2+P-‘) 
_ (1 + tl)-(z2+P-yl + f*)-htP--l)], (2.14) 
where U(Z) = (p P(1 + t)-‘itP-” g(t) dt. Now 
((1 + t,)+-‘(l + t*p+p-‘} 
I I 
(1 + f2) L2-z’ > 1 
((1 + t,y2+p-y1 + t,)z’+P-‘} = (1 + tJ * 
(2.15) 
Hence, 
Ihs of (2.14) < 0 when 0 < t, ( t,, 1 <z, ( z2. (2.16) 
This shows that the family of conditional pdfs f*(t ( z) has monotone 
likelihood ratio in -z. Hence, since h(t) is 1 in t, using a well-known result 
(see Lemma 2 of Lehmann f7, p. 74)) it follows that 
E*[h(T)lz] is T in z> 1. (2.17) 
Hence, from (2.12) and (2.17), ((z) is T in z for 0 < a <p - 1. Also, since 
P(T > 0) = 1, P@(Z) > 0) > 0. 
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Now using (ii) of Theorem 1, 
SUP 4(z) < P + 1 + 2a - (p + 1) = 2a. z>o 
(2.18) 
Since 0 < a < p - 1, the conditions of Lemma 2 are satisfied, and hence it 
follows that the generalized Bayes estimator of 8, namely, s(X) has risk less 
than p. 
Remark 2. Since X is minimax under L,, 6(X) is also minimax under 
Ll. 
The following example illustrates the use of Theorem 1 in finding a class 
of proper Bayes minimax estimators of 8 for p > 3. 
EXAMPLE. Let g(t) cc t+l(l + t)- (m+n’ O<m<p-2, n>O, i.e., we 
consider a family of type II beta priors for ‘T. Then, 
h(t) = t=(m- l)-(m+n)f. 
l+t 
(2.19) 
Hence, h(t) is 1 in t, lim,,, h(t) = m - 1, lim,,, t”‘g(t) < co by choosing 
0 < E < n. Hence, from (2.7), 
E(l + Tlz)= 
m+p-l(l + t)-(m+n+r+p-l, (jt 
ptp-‘(1 + f)-(mtntztp)dt 
B(m+p,n+z- 1) = 
B(m +p, n + z) 
z+m+n+p-1 
z+n-1 ’ 




sup O(z) = m +p < 2(p - 1) since 0 < m <p - 2. (2.22) 
Z>O 
Hence, choosing a <p - 1, 
sup d(z) < 2 min(p - 1, a). 
Z>O 
(2.23) 
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Thus, for the class of type II beta densities with 0 < m <p - 2, n > 0, p > 3, 




Remark 3. Clevenson and Zidek [4] (see their Theorem 2.5) obtained a 
ciass of proper Bayes minimax estimates of 8 of the form 
B,(x) = (z/(z + P + P - 1 )>x, 1 <p<p- 1, p>3. (2.25) 
Putting m =/I - 1, II = 1 in (2.24), one linds that the class of estimators 
(2.25) is a subclass of estimators (2.24). It should be noted that Clevenson 
and Zidek [4] took an apparently different approach of first reparametrizing 
(0 , ,..., 0,) into (u, u, ,..., up-, ), where u=Cfei and Ui=8JU (1 <i<p- l), 
and then putting a prior of the form m,(u)g(u, ,..., v,-,) to u and 
(0 I ,..., up- 1), where g is Dirichlet( l,..., 1; 1) (see Wilks [14, p. 1771 for the 
definition of a Dirichlet distribution), and 
mb(u) cc 
s 
O” (1 + z&-4 exp(-t-‘) tmP dt 
0 
= Cm (1 + UZ-‘)-~ exp(-z) zp-* dz, 
JO 
putting z = t- ‘. 
It is anticipated from (2.24) and (2.25) that the prior used by Clevenson 
and Zidek [4] is a special case of our two stage prior. This is, in fact, true 
and is now exhibited in details. 
First note that conditional on T = t, ei’s are iid exponential with parameter 
t. Hence, conditional on T = t, u is distributed independently of (v, ,..., up _ 1). 
Further, the conditional pdf of u given T = t is 
f(u 1 t) a tP exp(-tu) up-‘, ?A > 0, t > 0, (2.27) 
which is a gamma (t, p) density, while conditional on T = t, (v 1 ,..., up- ,) has 
a Dirichlet( l,..., 1; 1) distribution. Thus, marginally (v I ,..., up- ,) - 
Dirichlet( l,..., 1; l), while the marginal pdf of u is 
b-(u I 0 g(t) dt. (2.28) 
Putting g(t) a to-*(1 + t)-B, 1 < /I < p - 1, it follows from (2.27) and (2.28) 
that the marginal pdf of u is given by 
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4x4 CfI .c 03 exp(--tu) tP+4-z~P-1( 1 + t)-’ dt 0 
= 
i 




= exp(-z) zpf4-*(z + u)-~ dz 
0 
UZ-‘)-~ exp(-z) zp-* dz, (2.29) 
which is the same as m,(u). 
Remark 4. Next we show that conditions (i) and (ii) in Theorem 1 are 





Hence, since h(t) is 1 in t, 
g’(~)lg(o Q -t-l for all t > 0. (2.3 1) 
Integrating both sides of (2.31) over the interval [ti, t2] where 0 < t, < t, one 
gets 
lw[ &*MtJl G hdf,l~*). (2.32) 
Hence, g(t,) > g(t2) f2/tl = c/t, (say) for fixed t, which is not integrable 
between 0 and t,. 
Remark 5. Strawderman [lo] has shown in the multinormal case that 
for p = 3 or 4, there does not exist any spherically symmetric proper Bayes 
minimax estimator of 8. It is worth investigating whether or not in the 
Poisson case there exists any proper Bayes minimax estimate of the form 
u(z)x for 0 in the case p = 2. 
Remark 6. We do not know whether there exist any proper Bayes 
minimax estimator X under the loss L, in (1.1) with k# 1. Proper Bayes 
estimators of 8 can be generated in such cases by using two stage priors, the 
first stage prior being a gamma. Such estimators, however, do not belong to 
the class given in Theorem 2 of Tsui and Press [ 131, and it is not known as 
yet whether they dominate X. 
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